
DTS Contracts Module
An Introduction to the new ServiceNow DTS contracts tracking system



Currently…
 DTS Contract analysts track everything in an Access database

 Weekly status report sent out on Friday



Why this change?

 Transparency: process, status, notes, etc.

 Live system that agencies can go in and see real time status’

 Ability to send out notifications to agencies

 Connect to other areas of ServiceNow for additional information

 Invoices

 POs

 Contract FINET info

 Business cases

 Ability for agencies to submit contract exceptions via an online form

 Move away from paper process

 Better reporting capabilities for DTS and ability for agencies to create custom 

reports



Who will use this and what will be in the 

system?
 Requests for solicitations/amendments will still be sent the same way (to your DTS 

Contract Analyst) who will then enter the information into the system and 
complete the tasks as it goes through the process

 Agencies will not be entering information into the system (aside from entering contract 
exceptions in the online form) 

 Only items that go through DTS

 Solicitations

 Contracts

 T&C negotiations

 Amendments

 Knowledge Services

 SBA/MOUs

 Scope of works

 Exception forms



Where is the module located and when 

will this go live?

 The module will be in ServiceNow: https://utah.service-now.com/

 You will be able to pull up the module by going to “My Agency Contracts” and “My 

Agency Solicitations” in the left navigation list

 We are currently testing the module and assuming now major bug fixes or 

delays, should go live in the next week or two

 Announcements will be sent out so stay tuned!

https://utah.service-now.com/


Sounds exciting…how do we use it?

 This presentation will go over the following simultaneously:

 The DTS/State Purchasing solicitation/contract/amendment process in general

 Using the DTS Solicitation and Contracts Guide found on the State Purchasing Forms 

website (http://purchasing.utah.gov/purchasingforms.html)

 How the process goes through the ServiceNow module

 Where to find notes, status’ etc. and what they mean

 Here is our first example scenario:

 State Finance needs to buy budget software

 They will be going out to bid for this

 Cost is $100k, greater than DTS’ LPD of $50k



RFP/IFB/MSB Process

 See https://dts.utah.gov/product/purchase-hardware-software for business 
case template and instructions

https://dts.utah.gov/product/purchase-hardware-software












Pending RQM creation

















T&C Process/Status’

 DTS Legal Review

 Agency Legal Review

 T&C Negotiations

 DTS Final Legal

 T&Cs Approved













 See https://dts.utah.gov/product/purchase-hardware-software for ServiceNow

purchasing training videos

https://dts.utah.gov/product/purchase-hardware-software


Contract Amendments



Vendor Name















Sole Source Process











Additional things to note on 

solicitations/contracts: DTS LPD

 The process changes slightly if it is within DTS’ limited purchase delegation (LPD)

 DTS’ LPD goes up to $50k

 Business cases only needed if exactly at $50k

 Slight changes to solicitation process includes:

 No RQM required so no RQM Creation task

 RFP/IFB/MSB’s are “posted” by DTS vs. State Purchasing

 ACWESP’s (Sole Source) are signed by DTS (shows pending approval by Leno Franco)

 Solicitation #s are auto-created by ServiceNow – includes the contract analyst’s initials, fiscal year, and an 

incremental #

 Slight changes to contract/amendment process includes:

 Contracts are only signed by DTS then given directly to State Finance – in ServieNow it’ll still show the same 

process/status’



A few things to know about business cases

 A business case must cover:

 The full amount of the contract

 If amending the contract and adding funds, the business case must have enough funds to cover the additional amount

 The full term of the contract

 If the contract is 5 years, the business case must cover through the fiscal year the contract is set to expire

 If set to expire February 1st 2022, the business case must go through FY23

 What happens if the business case doesn’t cover the total amount or through the end of the 

contract term?

 The module has business case verifications built into the solicitation and contract processes. If one or both 

conditions are not met, the process will be put on hold pending agency for the business case

 Agencies can amend their business cases in ServiceNow to ensure these conditions are met – this should be 

done at the beginning of any amendment to ensure no delay



A few things to know about business cases

 Why the business case verifications?

 Business cases are required by code/rule for IT purchases equal to or greater than $50k

 It is intended that only one business case be completed for each IT project and should be used for all purchases for 

the project  

 These verifications are protections put in place to prevent any delays in the solicitation/contract 

process  or later when trying to make purchases

 It is anticipated that the ServiceNow purchase request will be modified to auto-fill a business case based 

on the contract chosen

 This will help agencies make quicker/easier purchases against the contract



Exceptions to DTS

 An agency must submit a request to DTS to procure any IT product or services 
outside of DTS processes. DTS will review the information provided and determine 
if a partial or full exception will be granted. 

 DTS is not involved with the procurement after a full exception is granted. 

 Partial exception requirements

1. Attachment B Standard IT T&Cs must be included. The agency is responsible to include 
their BAA if one is required. The DTS Contract Analyst over the agency will work with 
the DTS AAG to assist with negotiating Attachment B if needed. If going to solicitation, a 
DTS employee may be required to be on the solicitation committee.

2. Contracts and future contract amendments under this partial exception require a 
signature line for DTS. The agency requesting exception is responsible for coordinating 
with DTS for this signature prior to sending to State Purchasing

3. The agency is responsible for including a copy of this with their contract/amendment 
when sending to State Purchasing





























Contract Finalization







Partial Exception for POs

and Full Exceptions etc…

 The following types of exceptions aren’t sent to 

the DTS Contracts module:

 Partial Exception for POs

 Full Exceptions for Contracts or POs

 Partial Exception for contracts:

 Amendments follow the same process in the 

contracts module as the original contract that we 

just covered 

 If an exception is rejected, it will notify the 

agency and the purchase will need to go 

through DTS



Knowledge Services



Contract Draft





Knowledge Services…

and other contracts with consultants
 At this time we are unable to pull POs and Invoices in for Knowledge Services 

scopes of work as it is based on the FINET contract #, which would pull all 

Knowledge Services info

 Any contract with a consultant:

 Consultants will be entered into the module along with their rate and skill set

 Consultants can be added to multiple contracts if they work for multiple projects

 Consultants can be de-activated if a contracted rate changes

 Eventually these consultants will be tied to invoices and possibly POs so it is 

important to ensure all consultants are entered in and any changes in consultants 

given to DTS to make updates 



Special Billing Agreements/

Memorandum Of Understandings











A few more notes about the system:

 If a solicitation is cancelled, it will show as completed incomplete/solicitation 

cancelled

 If an approval is rejected within the solicitation/contract process, it can be 

resubmitted by the DTS Contract Analyst once the issue is resolved

 Until resubmitted it will show as on hold/solicitation (or contract) rejected

 If a contract amendment is cancelled:



A few more notes about the system:

 If a sole source is rejected by State Purchasing, the system will create a 

ServiceNow contract so a RFP/IFB/MSB solicitation can be created under the 

same contract so tracking can be linked

 A sole source solicitation can be created under a contract for amendments 

that may require an ACWESP – it will be linked to the specific amendment

 If a legal negotiation is needed for an amendment, we can amend T&Cs – it 

follows the same process as the regular T&C process

 Other documents can go through the system such as SOWs. This will 

eventually include T&C negotiations for one time POs

 Agencies will be able to create custom reports which can be sent 

automatically based on a set of criteria



Questions??

 Process

 ServiceNow Contract Module


